
Daily Tech Profits presents... 
 

Your Second Chance  
at 783% Profits... 

• Tiny Device Stands Poised to Disrupt the $777-Billion U.S. Health 
Insurance Industry 
 

• 110 Million People Are Already Using This Technology — and Many 
Are Now Starting to Collect Thousands of Dollars Per Year in 
Savings 
 

• Investors Who Act Quickly Could Potentially Turn Every $10,000 
Investment into $88,300…or More! 

Dear Investor, 

At this moment, a massive disruption is poised to strike the $777-billion U.S. health 
insurance industry. 

And it could potentially help every American citizen save thousands of dollars per 
year in premium costs. 

According to Time magazine, this technology could have a $200-billion impact on 
the U.S. healthcare system. 

Most importantly, this massive disruption — which is already well underway — 
could help you turn a modest investment…into a potentially life-altering fortune. 

All because one company is right now at the center of a revolution in the health 
insurance industry — unlike anything we’ve ever seen: 

• This unstoppable trend is projected to involve more than 110 million 
people by the end of this year… 

• A staggering 68% of U.S. consumers recently surveyed said they would 
willingly use this technology — and share its data — in exchange for 
lower health insurance costs… 



• And at this moment, the company’s stock is trading at a bargain price as 
investors wait for the company’s next big innovation — only…it’s already 
here… 

This massive industry disruption is moving quickly. 

As you’re about to see, this scenario will intensify over the next few months…leading 
to not only huge potential savings on your health insurance premiums… 

But also the opportunity to turn a modest $5,000 investment into $44,150 — or more 
— as this company’s share price soars sharply higher. 

Chances are, you’re already familiar with this revolutionary technology. 

What you may not be familiar with, however, is this technology’s imminent impact on 
the $777-billion U.S. healthcare industry…and how this unavoidable industry change 
opens up a fast-moving profit opportunity. 

According to Forbes, this trend is “already preparing to play a bigger role in how 
individual and group health insurance costs are decided.” 

U.S. News & World Report says this technology “could slim down your belly while 
fattening up your wallet.” 

CNBC has called this “the holy grail” for the health insurance business, saying we’re 
on the brink of “a huge inflection point for the business.” 

And Time magazine reported that this technology “could save the healthcare system 
$200 billion over the next 25 years.” 

This opportunity has the potential to move quickly — as millions of Americans stand 
to see their health insurance costs lowered in the months ahead. 

Let me tell you more about… 

The Technology That Could Slash Your Health  
Insurance Premiums — AND Help Make You 

Rich 



The revolutionary technology I’m writing to you about is, of course, the wearable 
fitness tracker.  

Americans are buying wearable gadgets at a staggering rate. 

According to a Forrester Research study, 21% of U.S. online adults use wearable 
devices… 

And worldwide the number of devices purchased is projected to more than 
double within the next four years: 

“Worldwide shipments of wearable devices are expected to reach 110 million by the 
end of this year with 38.2% growth over the previous year…and demand will generate 
double-digit growth throughout the 2015-2020 forecast period, culminating in 
shipments of 237.1 million wearable devices in 2020.” 

 

Now this is where the story gets really interesting. 

You see — with hundreds of millions of new wearable fitness trackers flying off the 
shelves…there’s already a tremendous investment opportunity in place. 

But what makes this disruptive technology play such an absolute “slam dunk” is the 
fact that not only are hundreds of millions of Americans projected to buy wearable 
fitness gadgets within the next four years… 

…thanks to the U.S. health insurance industry, consumers will not only have incentive 
to buy new wearable fitness gadgets…they’ll actually get paid to use them. 

It’s all part of the… 

Massive Disruption to the $777-Billion Health  
Insurance Industry That’s Already Underway 

Insurance companies all over the United States — including the largest and most-
respected firms — are right now offering to slash the premiums of customers who 
agree to wear fitness trackers and share the data with the company. 

And consumers are taking advantage of this — in a huge way: 



• UnitedHealthcare, one of the nation’s largest health insurance companies, is 
already paying up to $1,500 a year to its employees who are hitting certain 
fitness goals… 

• Cory, a 51-year-old middle-school administrator, saved $1,200 on his 
annual insurance bill by taking advantage of an incentive program offered 
by his wife’s employer… 

• Windie, a medical professional from Houston, Texas, took home $10,000 as 
a result of her participation in a corporate program that utilizes data from 
wearable fitness trackers… 

• And one Indianapolis-based tech company has negotiated a $300,000 
savings off its annual $5-million insurance bill…all by agreeing to upload 
data from employee health trackers to the insurance carrier 

This rapidly growing trend has the potential to impact the $777-billion U.S. health 
insurance industry in a huge way. 

By harnessing the data from wearable fitness trackers, insurance companies will not 
only gain a massive amount of knowledge…they’ll also gain a tremendous amount of 
power.  

We are — right now — on the verge of an unprecedented change in the U.S. health 
insurance industry. 

And I’m not the only one who feels that way. 

CNBC has said that providing data to insurance companies in order to allow them 
to provide a better group rate is “a major game-changer.” 

And Forbes has said, “The next generations of devices…are already preparing to 
play a bigger role in how individual and group health insurance costs are 
decided, thanks to the growing data they’re generating about our bodies.” 

The simple fact that insurance companies are now offering to lower premiums in 
exchange for wearable fitness tracking data has enticed some of America’s largest 
companies to set up programs, including… 

• McKesson 
• BP 
• Adobe 
• Ikea 
• Time Warner 
• Bank of America 



And even the U.S. government is fueling this fire: 

“Under the Affordable Care Act, the new national healthcare law, companies can 
spend as much as 30% of annual insurance premiums on rewards for healthy 
behavior.” ~Bloomberg 

Here’s what this means… 

1. Americans are buying — and using — wearable fitness trackers at a rapidly 
growing rate… 

2. Employers are being incentivized — by the government and by insurance 
companies — to provide cash rewards and incentives to employees in exchange 
for wearing and sharing the data from their fitness trackers…meaning the use 
of fitness trackers could grow even more quickly than forecast… 

3. And while all of this is happening, shares of the single best stock with which 
to play this massive disruption is trading at a bargain-basement price 

I’ve prepared a new research report titled Wearable Tech: How to Cash in on the 
Coming Health Insurance Revolution, which gives you everything you need to know 
in order to pounce on this once-in-a-generation profit opportunity. 

And I’d like you to have a copy of this report FREE of charge. 

I’ll tell you how you can claim your copy of this information-packed report in just a 
moment. 

First, I need to tell you… 

This Scenario Has Already Played Out  
Before…to the Tune of 783% Profits 

This isn’t the first time this type of change has taken place. 

The auto insurance industry has recently undergone a massive change thanks to 
similar technology — known as “telematics.”  

Telematics involves the use of a wireless device to send data in real time back to 
an insurance company. 



In other words…your auto insurance provider will know if you’re driving safely or 
not — and they can adjust your insurance premiums accordingly. 

Sound familiar? 

This is just like wearable fitness technology for your car! 

If you’re a safe driver, you could save hundreds of dollars per year on a family policy. 

Again…sound familiar? 
 
The use of telematics in the auto insurance industry has already grown from just 16 
million units in 2013 to a whopping 50 million in 2016. 

And projections call for that number to continue growing — to an astounding 158.9 
million — by 2020. 

 

To put that another way…by the end of 2018, 80% of new cars available for sale in 
the U.S. will have these telematics embedded. 

But here’s what makes this scenario so important to the wearable fitness 
opportunity: 

A handful of companies involved in the massive growth in telematics have 
already seen their shares explode in price. 

Take Autoliv, Inc. for example. 

Autoliv, Inc. is an automobile safety technology company that provides car 
manufacturers with safety electronics products such as restraint electronics and crash 
sensors.  

As you can see from the chart below…once industry use of telematics began to 
soar, so did Autoliv’s share price: 

 

Shares of Autoliv, Inc. soared from $16 in March 2009 to $51.94 by March 2010.  

That’s a gain of 224% — in just one year! 



And by May 2015, those same shares were trading at $126.15 — an astounding 
gain of 687%! 

A modest $5,000 investment in Autoliv, Inc. could have turned into $39,350! 

A $10,000 investment could have turned into a whopping $78,700! 

That’s the type of life-altering gain that is possible when you’re out in front of a huge 
disruption to a massive industry… 

Just like the one that I believe is about to happen as wearable fitness technology 
changes the health insurance industry forever. 

But Autoliv, Inc. isn’t the only company whose shares soared as the use of telematics 
became more widespread. 

What about BorgWarner Inc.? 

BorgWarner develops powertrain technologies that improve fuel economy, emissions, 
and performance. It’s a company that’s a global leader — with more than 30,000 
employees and $8 billion in sales. 

Back in March 2009, shares of BorgWarner Inc. were trading for a mere $7.59 each. 

But as the telematics revolution took off…so did shares of BorgWarner. 

By February 2011 — less than two years later — BorgWarner’s share price had risen 
to $40.12.  

That’s a 428% gain — in just under two years’ time. 

 

But the share price kept on climbing. 

By June 2014, those same shares of BorgWarner that traded for $7.59 just a few years 
earlier had soared in value to $67.01! 

That works out to a gain of 783%! 

A $5,000 investment in BorgWarner could have soared to $44,150 in less than 
five years…while a $10,000 investment would have turned into $88,300! 



And right now…it’s happening again. 

This Same Type of Scenario is Unfolding Again:  
Your Second Chance at 783% Profits! 

Investors who spotted this trend in its early stages — and invested in companies like 
Autoliv and BorgWarner — had the opportunity to make a fortune. 

All because of a disruptive technology that helps save U.S. consumers money…while 
radically changing a multibillion-dollar industry. 

That same type of scenario is unfolding — at this very minute — in the $777-
billion U.S. healthcare industry as wearable fitness trackers are changing the 
industry in a huge way. 

One company in particular presents the single best way to play this massive industry 
disruption for maximum profits. 

And I’d like to give you the name, ticker symbol, and everything you need to invest in 
this potential triple-your-money opportunity right away. 

All the details are in my new research report, Wearable Tech: How to Cash in on the 
Coming Health Insurance Revolution. 

Let me show you now how you can claim your copy of this new report free of charge 
and… 

How You Could Cash in on This Massive  
Disruption to a $777-Billion Industry 

My name is George Leong. 

I’m a Senior Stock Analyst at Lombardi Publishing Corporation, an independent 
investment research firm. 

I’ve spent the last quarter-century in the financial markets…and during that time I’ve 
discovered and researched some of the biggest technological disruptions — across a 
wide variety of industries. 



Massive technological disruptions usually offer investors the best opportunities for 
life-altering profits… 

So long as you see the disruption coming — AND you know where to look. 

Now, I don’t say this to brag…but there are plenty of stock “experts” out there who 
claim to be experts in the tech sector. 

But I don’t know anyone who has spotted massive tech disruptions AND identified 
the best stocks to play those disruptions as consistently as we have here at Lombardi 
Publishing. 

Over the past three years alone, we’ve posted more than a dozen triple-digit tech stock 
winners, including… 

• 112.68% from Brocade Communications 
• 117.17% from Impax Laboratories  
• 154.04% from AudioCodes 
• 167.71% from iGATE Corporation  
• 168.54% from Galena Biopharma 
• 186.95% from Agios Pharmaceuticals, Inc.  
• 213.99% from Dot Hill Systems 
• 225.35% from 21Vianet Group  
• 226.29% from RF Micro Devices 
• 240.82% from GT Advanced Technologies  
• 241.3% from Ligand Pharmaceuticals 
• 253.72% from Silicon Motion Technology Corporation  
• 272.7% from Phoenix New Media Limited 
• 358.4% from Ionis Pharmaceuticals 

As impressive as those gains are…the truth is they actually pale in comparison to the 
profit potential that lies ahead thanks to the massive shift in the $777-billion U.S. 
healthcare industry that’s already underway. 

This is a scenario that: 

1. Is already unfolding at a rapid pace 
2. Has the potential to impact virtually every American consumer 
3. Offers a potentially explosive stock — currently trading at a bargain price 

It’s opportunities like this one that led me to create my unique stock advisory, Daily 
Tech Profits. 



This advisory is the only one of its kind — with a focus on spotting disruptive 
technology ahead of the curve — and Lombardi’s only daily financial advisory. 

My mission in Daily Tech Profits is to regularly uncover the “best-of-the-best” tech 
stocks to buy in order to play massive trends for potentially life-altering profits. 

As you just saw…triple-digit winners are not exactly rare when it comes to my 
research. 

But opportunities like the one I describe for you in my new research report, Wearable 
Tech: How to Cash in on the Coming Health Insurance Revolution…well, those 
opportunities simply cannot be missed. 

That’s why I’ve arranged a way for you to receive a copy of this report — where 
you’ll learn the name and ticker symbol for this explosive tech stock — absolutely 
FREE of charge. 

Keep in mind, this massive industry disruption is moving quickly. 

And the scenario is poised to intensify over the next few months…leading to not only 
huge potential savings on your health insurance premiums… 

But also the opportunity to turn a modest $5,000 investment into $44,150 — or more 
— as this company’s share price soars sharply higher. 

You’ve seen how this type of scenario has impacted great companies before — like 
the 687% gains investors saw with Autoliv, Inc. and the 783% gains in BorgWarner. 

That very same type of scenario is unfolding again — only this time you have 
advance warning…and a chance to seize the opportunity! 

But here’s the thing. 

I can’t share the name and ticker symbol of this company in this presentation for two 
reasons.  

First…it wouldn’t be fair to my loyal Daily Tech Profits subscribers who have 
already paid for this information… 

And second…the potential audience for this presentation is well over one million 
investors. 



That type of distribution could drive a surge in trading for this company that would 
have a detrimental effect on the profit opportunity. 

But while I can’t share the name and ticker symbol here, I have arranged to do the 
next best thing… 

I’ve made that information available to you FREE of charge when you sign up for a 
trial subscription to my Daily Tech Profits advisory service. 

But there is one thing you must do: 

Act Quickly: Only 250 Spaces Available 

Because these types of plays are sensitive to large numbers of investors, we must 
strictly limit the number of memberships we make available to my Daily Tech 
Profits advisory service at any one time. 

At this time, we are opening the doors for the first 250 investors who respond to this 
offer — so it’s vitally important that you act quickly. 

If you’re one of the first 250 to claim your trial membership, you’ll receive an urgent 
digital download of my latest research report, Wearable Tech: How to Cash in on the 
Coming Health Insurance Revolution. 

As you’ve seen…this is a most unique opportunity — one that combines a massive 
industry disruption with an undervalued tech stock whose share price is poised to soar 
sharply higher. 

When you claim your trial subscription, here’s what you’ll receive: 

• A digital download of my latest report, Wearable Tech: How to Cash in on 
the Coming Health Insurance Revolution 

• The current issue of my Daily Tech Profits advisory, which includes my 
entire portfolio of open positions 

• Access to the members-only web site, which includes my complete 
portfolio with buy/sell ratings, current value, total return to date, and our 
targeted exit price 

Now as I’ve said — you’ll get all of this upon activation of your trial subscription.  

But I’ve also gone one step further and arranged for… 



An Unprecedented Savings 

The type of research you’ll receive in my Daily Tech Profits is on par with the type of 
institutional-quality research that Wall Street firms routinely pay $10,000 or more for 
each month. 

Obviously…our prices aren’t that high. 

But plenty of newsletters on the market these days that are similar in focus are selling 
for $5,000 per year — or more! 

I’ve insisted that we keep our prices much lower than that. 

And that’s in spite of the fact that the profits from your very first trade alone could 
justify a subscription price of $5,000 or more several times over! 

After much debate, my publisher and I eventually agreed on keeping the price for 
my Daily Tech Profits at a low annual rate of just $1,995. 

But I’ve made arrangements as part of this special offer for you to receive access to 
my Daily Tech Profits at 50% off the regular rate. 
 
We’ve slashed our first-time introductory subscription rate for Daily Tech Profits to 
$995 for an annual subscription. 

And, of course, like all our products, you can get a pro-rated refund of the 
subscription fee if I’m not delivering the kinds of profits I have told you about in this 
report. 

But you’ll be able to keep your issue of Daily Tech Profits — as well as your free 
research report, Wearable Tech: How to Cash in on the Coming Health Insurance 
Revolution. 

As you’ve seen, this is the same type of research that has led to gains of 240.8%, 
241.3%, 253.7%, 272.7%, 358.4% — and more! 

Urgent: You Must Act Now or Risk Missing 
Out! 



Remember — this opportunity is time-sensitive. 

Only the first 250 investors who respond to this offer will receive a membership. 

There is simply no way you want to risk missing out on this potentially life-altering 
profit opportunity because you didn’t act quickly enough. 

We’re talking about profit potential that’s even greater than the 687% we saw with 
Autoliv or the 783% we saw from BorgWarner! 

This investment has far greater potential because virtually every American is about to 
be impacted by this combination of a high-tech breakthrough and a massive industry 
disruption. 

Just tap the “Click Here Now to Order” button below to reserve your space — before 
it’s too late — and you could be on the way to raking in the biggest stock gains of 
your entire life. 

Again, all you have to do to get started now is hit the “Click Here Now to Order” 
button below. 

You’ll be taken to a simple web page where you can review all the details of this offer 
before confirming your trial subscription. 

Within 48 business hours of your membership being accepted, you’ll receive an e-
mail with my report, Wearable Tech: How to Cash in on the Coming Health 
Insurance Revolution. 

You’ll also get your very first issue of Daily Tech Profits and a “welcome” e-mail 
that shows you how to access future issues at your convenience. 

All you have to do is take action quickly before the spaces disappear. 

So do it right now — activate your trial subscription to Daily Tech Profits by tapping 
the “Click Here Now to Order” button below. 

Sincerely, 

 
George Leong, B.Comm. 
Editor 
Daily Tech Profits 



  

Click Here Now 
to Order 

Dear Reader: There is no magic formula to getting rich. Success in investment vehicles with the best 
prospects for price appreciation can only be achieved through proper and rigorous research and analysis. 
We are 100% independent in that we are not affiliated with any bank or brokerage house. Information 
contained herein, while believed to be correct, is not guaranteed as accurate. Warning: Investing often 
involves high risks and you can lose a lot of money. Please do not invest with money you cannot afford to 
lose. The opinions in this content are just that, opinions of the authors. We are a publishing company and 
the opinions, comments, stories, reports, advertisements and articles we publish are for informational and 
educational purposes only; nothing herein should be considered personalized investment advice. Before 
you make any investment, check with your investment professional (advisor). We urge our readers to review 
the financial statements and prospectus of any company they are interested in. We are not responsible for 
any damages or losses arising from the use of any information herein. Past performance is not a guarantee 
of future results. All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  
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